
EDITORIAL GUIDE ULM GUIDELINES

In an effort to maintain consistency in all university publications, ULM's Office of  Public 
Information has developed an editorial style guide. The style guide is to be used as a 
resource for written and electronic communications, including advertising, brochures, 
fliers, newsletters, web pages and visual or graphical presentations.

Valid reasons for diverging from these guidelines in certain writings may arise, such as in 
academic work or formal invitations.

Editorial style at ULM closely follows the Associate Press Stylebook. 

academic degrees – When possible, abbreviate to:  B.S., B.M., M.S., Ed.D. and 
Ph.D.  When spelling out the degrees, use an apostrophe in bachelor’s degree and 
master’s degree.  Do not use an apostrophe in this case:  She earned her master of  fine 
arts.  Avoid honorary degree labels such as “doctor”.

address – Abbreviate Avenue (Ave.), Street (St.) and Drive (Dr.) only when used with 
a number.  Example:  Laura lives at 319 Ohio Dr.  Spell out the word when used 
without a number:  Laura lives on Ohio Drive.

administrative division – See capitalization

adviser – Always spell with an “e,” not an “o”.

Alma Mater – Always capitalize both words

almuni – Use the term “alumni” when referring to a group of  men and women.  Use 
“alumnus” (“alumni in the plural) when referring to a man who has attended a school.  
Use “alumna” (“alumnae” in the plural) for similar references to a woman.  May use the 
term “alum” in a headline.

ampersand (&) – Spell out the word “and” unless the ampersand is part of  a proper 
name.  Examples:  Barnes & Noble, Office of  Graduate Studies and Research

association – See capitalization
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at – Spell out the word “at” unless “@” is part of  a proper name or e-mail address.  

award names – Capitalize the formal title of  an award.  Only capitalize “award” if  it 
is part of  the name.

Bienville Building – Always spell out and capitalize.  It may also be helpful to 
provide an address.  The Bienville Building is located at 1800 Bienville Dr.

book titles – See composition  titles

building – See capitalization

campuswide, nationwide – One word

capitalization – It is important to sparingly capitalize to give proper emphasis to the 
few words that should be capitalized.  Only capitalize proper nouns and formal titles.

administrative division - The full, formal names of  major administrative 
divisions, offices and associations are capitalized. Use lower case and informal 
titles on subsequent references.  Examples: The Division of  Student Affairs, 
student affairs; ULM Alumni Association, alumni association.

building - Capitalize the full, formal names of  buildings.

city - Do not capitalize in this example: “The city of  Monroe ... “ Do capitalize 
when “city” is part of  a full, formal title, such as: “The City of  Monroe 
Department of  Water … “

college/school - The full, formal names of  schools and colleges are 
capitalized. Where possible, use full names on first reference and informal names 
thereafter.  Example: the College of  Pharmacy, COP.
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capitalization 

department - academic divisions, departments, and sequences within schools 
and colleges are generally not capitalized.  Example: art, music, theatre and dance 
are departments of  the School of  Visual and Performing Arts, which is a part of  
the ULM College of  Arts and Sciences.  

If  it's necessary to cite the full, formal name of  the department, capitalize on 
first reference. Lowercase on subsequent reference.  Example: The Department 
of  Curriculum and Instruction; curriculum and instruction department

event - Always capitalize event titles.  Example: Homecoming Week.

language - Languages, such as English, Spanish, German and French, are the 
only academic subjects capitalized when not used as a part of  a proper name.

office - Capitalize “office” only if  it is part of  the full, formal title.
Example: Financial Aid office or Office of  Sponsored Programs and Research.

organization - Capitalize the full, formal names of  campus organizations and 
ongoing programs.  Example: Warhawks for Christ

scholarship names - Capitalize the formal name of  scholarships.  Example: 
Bruce and Liz Boulware Scholarship

semester - Do not capitalize.

university - Capitalize only when part of  a formal name.
Example: The University of  Louisiana Monroe … The university is …
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chair(person) - Use the word “chair” or “chairperson,” depending upon person's 
preference. Do not use “chairman.”

class names – Capitalize class names.  Also, “class” indicates one session.  A 
“course” represents a semester of  class sessions.

colon – The colon is often used to introduce a list or series after an independent 
clause. However, it's redundant to use a colon directly after such verbs as “are” and 
“include.”

• The school offers three types of  exams: oral, take-home and in-class.
• The course offerings include English, marine biology and medieval history.

comma usage - Commas should be placed inside end quotation marks: “ULM is a 
rigorous institution,” Bruno said.

• Do not use a comma after a question mark or exclamation point. Example: 
“How many students frequent Starbucks?” the dean asked.

• Do not put the comma before the conjunction in a simple series: Ace is a 
strong, fierce and majestic mascot.

• Use a comma after an introductory phrase or clause of  three or more words.  
Example: Happy as a lark, Nancy passed her preliminary exams.

• Do not use a comma to introduce a composition title.  Example: Claudia's 
book “How to Make the Best Dip Ever” sold out.

Commencement – Always capitalize when referring to ULM’s graduation ceremony.

committee – Capitalize the full names of  committees that are part of  formal 
organizations.  Example:  The Academic Affairs Committee of  the Faculty Senate.  
Lowercase shortened and informal versions of  the committee names:  The Faculty 
Senate’s academic affairs committee will meet Tuesday.
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composition titles - Place quotation marks around titles of  books, dissertations, 
presentations, theories, anthologies, songs, movies, plays, operas, television programs, 
lectures, speeches and works of  art. Do not use quotation marks with reference works, 
e.g., Encyclopedia Britannica, or around names of  magazines, newspapers or 
professional journals. Italicize medical and academic journals. Biology terms such as P. 
falciparum are italicized. 

conference – Capitalize the official name of  a conference and remember to place the 
presentation title in quotes.  Example:  Lindsey Wilkerson will present “Theory of  
Gumbo Madness: Cajun Craziness” at the Internataional Gumbo Conference in 
Houston, Texas. Do not use a comma before the presentation title. 

Convocation – Always capitalize when referring to the ULM event.  

coursework - one word

Courtesy titles – In a formal list (of  participants or donors, for example) “Mr.,” 
“Mrs.,” “Miss,” and “Ms.” should be omitted, except when a woman specifically 
requests to use her husband’s name:  Mrs. Joseph Doe, Mr. and Mrs. John Doe.

date – Abbreviate Jan., Feb., Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov. and Dec. when cited with a 
specific date, but spell out and omit the comma when cited without a date.  Example:  
October 2010.  Oct. 27, 2010.  Note:  Never use “th”, “rd” or “st” after a date.

department names – Do not capitalize words in department names (e.g., math 
department), except proper nouns, such as English department.  See capitalization.

ellipsis – Treat an ellipsis as a three-letter word, constructed of  three periods and one 
space before the periods and one spaced after the periods.  Example:  . . . ULM is a 
tremendous institution.

e-mail addresses – Do not underline or boldface.  Hyphenate the term (e-mail, not 
email).
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emeritus – This word, which refers to both females and males, is added to formal 
titles to denote individuals who have retired retain their rank or title.  When possible, 
pleace “emeritus’ after the formal title and do not capitalize.  Example:  Dr. Benny 
Blaylock, dean emeritus

faculty – Faculty can be plural or singular depending on whether the word is used to 
describe the group as a whole (singular) or to describe its members individually (plural).  
To avoid confusion, rewrite the sentence to avoid a plural verb or use “faculty 
members” when referring to the plural.

first year – Only hyphenate when used as an adjective.  Example:  The grant will 
provide first-year students

First-Year Experience - Spell out, capitalize and explain in parenthesis (FYE) on 
first reference.

grade-point average– Note hyphen and no capital letters.  Use “GPA” on 
subsequent references.

he/she – Avoid writing “he” when referring to an unspecified person.  Instead, recast 
the sentence into the plural, or avoid the use of  pronouns altogether.  Example:  
Students are expected to turn in their homework.  If  it’s impossible to solve the 
problem using this approach, “he or she” is preferable to “he/she”.

headline– Do not place headlines in all capitals.  This “shouting” method is outdated.  
Only capitalize the first letter of  the first word of  headlines.  Example:  College of  
Pharmacy receives national recognition.

multimedia – No hyphen between “multi” and “media”
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numbers – Spell out one through nine; use numerals for 10 and up.
Exceptions:
• Always spell numbers that begin sentences.
• Always use numerals in percentages.
• Always spell out “percent”.
• Ranges:  use all numerals (1-10, not “one through ten”)
• When referencing a floor, use numbers.  (7th floor)

phone numbers – Include area code and space before phone numbers.  Write in 
following manner:  318-342-1000.

room – Capitalize the word “room” if  followed by a number or preceded by an actual 
name:  Room 143 or Media Room.

School of Basic Pharmaceutical and Toxicological Sciences - Spell out, 
capitalize and explain in parenthesis (BPTS) on first reference.  Use BPTS on 
subsequent references

School of Clinical Sciences – Spell out, capitalize and explain in parenthesis (CS) 
on first reference.  Use CS on subsequent references.

seasons – Always use lowercase, even when naming an issue of  a publication:  the 
fall 2019 issue

semicolon – Semicolons separate two independent clauses or divide items in a 
complex list.

their – May use “their” in place of  “he or she”, regardless of  case of  person.

times – From 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. OR 10:30 a.m.-1 p.m.  Remember to use “noon” 
and “midnight” instead of  ”12 p.m.” and “12 a.m.”
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titles – In general, write a person’s title (and don’t capitalize it) after their name, this is 
much less clumsy.   Example:  Dr. Glenn Anderson, dean of  the College of  Pharmacy.  

toward – Not “towards”.

university – Only capitalize “university” when part of  a formal title. 

University of Louisiana Monroe - Spell out and capitalize in first reference; use 
“ULM” or “university” on subsequent references.  Don’t capitalize “university” when 
used alone.  

University of Louisiana System – Spell out and capitalize on first reference.  Use 
“UL System” on subsequent reference.

vice president – Not capitalized when used after a name.  There is no hyphen 
between “vice” and “president.”

years – When citing an academic year, always use the abbreviated form for the 
subsequent year unless the subsequent year is in a different century.  Example:  2010-11 
academic year or the 2008-2009 Artists Series.  Never use an apostrophe (unless 
possessive); “1980s” not “1980’s”.  When indicating a student’s year, do not capitalize.

Miscellaneous –

• Use one space, not two, after a period to introduce a new sentence.

• person:
• first person:  I/we perspective
• second person:  You perspective
• third person:  he/she/it/they perspective

• among/between – “Between” introduces two items and “among 
introduces more than two.
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Miscellaneous (con’t)

• compose/comprise:
• compose:  (from big to little)  Example:  the body is composed of  

millions . . . 
• comprise:  (from little to big) Example:  Millions of  tiny cells 

comprise the body . . . 

• ensure/insure:
• ensure: (to make sure of). Example:  Please ensure you turn off  the 

lights
• insure:  refers to insurance

• effect/affect:
• effect: (as a noun, a result) Example:  That was the desired effect.
• effect:  (as a verb, to cause or produce.). Example:  That speech might 

effect action.
• affect:  (verb, to influence). Example:  The news affected me.  

• fewer/less:
• fewer:  (use “fewer” with nouns that can be counted.)
• less:  (use “less” with amount that can’t be counted.)
• Example:   Not only did ULM’s opponent score fewer points, but the 

opposing team’s stands had less spirit.

• who:  object and person
• whom:  indirect object
• which:  used nonrestrictively with nonrestrictive clauses; nonessential to the 

meaning of  the sentence.  Set off  by commas.
• that:  used with restrictive clauses; essential to the meaning of  a sentence; 

things and organizations or groups


